Race Your Friends in Style with the LACORSA Grand Prix Racing Board
Game
LACORSA is a Grand Prix racing themed board game that is now on Kickstarter.
Aliso Viejo, CA (PRWEB) March 10, 2016 -- LACORSA is racing at it's core. It's a board game that simplifies
racing down to the battle for position in a Grand Prix race. The LACORSA Grand Prix Game has just been
released for crowdfunding on Kickstarter.
The art and culture that surrounds Grand Prix racing is the inspiration for this game. In Italian, “LACORSA”
simply means “THE RACE”. The design mission was to communicate the beauty of speed. The strategy of this
board game makes race cars feel like pawns on a chess board. These “pawns” are inspired by 60’s Grand Prix
cars. The look is completed with the wooden game board which plays on a checkerboard theme and features red
and white beechwood inlays.
LACORSA is essentially a card and board game that meshes different game mechanics (simultaneous action
selection and war) together with outstanding components. The cards control the movement of the race cars on
the game board as they battle for position. The strategy is complex but the game is simple. In LACORSA, each
deal of the cards is a race. Championship points are awarded based on the finishing order after each contest.
The driver with the most points is crowned World Champion.
"It's tactical, it's a skirmish almost. Muscling for position. Each car. Each time. Each play. Head to head.” Forensic Gameology
Also, check out recent editorial on Petrolicious.com
And another review on Board Game Brawl
The LACORSA board game is now available on Kickstarter. LACORSA Games LLC is hoping to raise 25k for
the initial production order needed to produce a game with these components and quality. Pricing is set at a $55
retail price point and is also EU friendly. LACORSA will be produced by established game and toy
manufacturers and has a target delivery date of January 2017.
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Contact Information
Mark Haskins
LACORSA Games LLC
http://lacorsagame.com
+1 9493741647
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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